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[2016-New GreatExam Provides Free C_HANATEC_10 Exam Dumps PDF And
VCE (91-100)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANATEC_10 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! Amazing,100% candidates have passed the C_HANATEC_10 exam by practising the preparation material of
GreatExam, because the braindumps are the latest and cover every aspect of C_HANATEC_10 exam. Download the braindumps for
an undeniable success in C_HANATEC_10 exam. Following questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam
Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!) QUESTION 91When you transport objects between SAP HANA systems
using the Change and Transport System (CTS), you want to create and release the transport requests manually.Which transport
strategy should you choose?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Smart
WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = ManualB. WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Tagged WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY =
ManualC. WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY = Smart WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = AutoD. WBO_GET_REQ_STRATEGY
= Create WBO_REL_REQ_STRATEGY = AutoAnswer: B QUESTION 92You have to implement disaster recovery for an SAP
HANA production system. You also want to use the secondary SAP HANA appliance for development and testing.The data centers
are more than 100km (60 miles) apart; the network capacity between them is restricted.Which disaster recovery option would you
implement?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Asynchronous system replication with continuous memory loadingB.
Synchronous system replication with continuous memory loadingC. Asynchronous system replication with shadow processesD.
Synchronous storage replication with shadow processes Answer: C QUESTION 93You have exported a system landscape from an
SAP HANA studio and imported it into a different SAP HANA studio.What information must you provide to make the imported
landscape work?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Connection pathB. Passwords for all connectionsC. Server
instance numbersD. Server host names Answer: B QUESTION 94Which of the following are benefits of implementing SAP
HANA?There are 3 correct answers to this question.Response: A. SAP HANA provides real-time analyticsB. SAP HANA
performs much faster than the standard SAP ERPC. SAP HANA replaces SAP BWD. SAP HANA provides pre-configured BI
ContentE. SAP HANA combines OLTP and OLAP in one system Answer: ABE QUESTION 95The SAP LT trigger-based
approach uses a log table to record all relevant changes. Where is this log table stored?Please choose the correct answer.Response:
A. In SAP LTB. In SAP Solution ManagerC. In the source systemD. In SAP HANA Answer: C QUESTION 96Your
customer wants to implement an SAP product that:- Provides near real-time replication to SAP HANA,- Connects SAP HANA to a
non-SAP source system and SAP BW, and- Uses SAP BW extractors.What do you recommend?Please choose the correct answer.
Response: A. SAP Legacy System Migration Workbench (LSMW)B. SAP BusinessObjects Data Services 4.0C. SAP
Landscape Transformation (SLT)D. Sybase Replication Server Answer: B QUESTION 97How can you find out which SAP
HANA parameters have been changed in your system?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. By running the
SQL query select * from "PUBLIC"."M_CONFIGURATION" where options != 'DEFAULT'B. By checking the indexserver trace
file covering the last system startup.C. By checking the configuration tab of the Administration Console in SAP HANA studioD.
By running the SQL query select * from "PUBLIC"."M_INIFILE_CONTENTS" where layer_name != 'DEFAULT' Answer: CD
QUESTION 98Which of the following must you do in the SAP HANA studio to be able to use the Change and Transport
System(CTS)?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A. Create a delivery unit that contains all of the information
models.B. Create the HTTP connection CTSDEPLOYC. Use a user who is authorized to attach SAP HANA content to transport
requests.D. Configure the connection to the CTS in the preferences. Answer: CD QUESTION 99Which of the following are
functions of the DB trigger within SAP Landscape Transformation (SLT)?There are 2 correct answers to this question.Response: A.
Ensure that replicated changes are kept within the logging tables.B. Record relevant changes in logging tables.C. Decluster
table classes into a transparent format.D. Include only relevant tables for DB recording. Answer: BD QUESTION 100Which view
in SAP HANA studio do you use to add additional users?Please choose the correct answer.Response: A. Navigator viewB.
Quick Launch viewC. Properties viewD. Console view Answer: A You can pass SAP C_HANATEC_10 exam if you get a
complete hold of C_HANATEC_10 braindumps in GreatExam. What's more, all the C_HANATEC_10 Certification exam Q and As
provided by GreatExam are the latest. 2016 SAP C_HANATEC_10 exam dumps (All 175 Q&As) from GreatExam:
http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanatec-10-exam-questions.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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